
Lockdowns lifting and the suns coming out, with

it starting to heat up its worth proactively

avoiding your pet becoming too hot. Whilst

many animals will behave sensibly and minimise

overheating some can be prone to heat stress.

Heat stress is a potentially fatal and

frighteningly common event in many dogs. Here

are some top tips to minimise the risk:

• Bracycephalic breeds, with short noses (pugs,

French bulldogs etc) are particularly

susceptible due to their restricted breathing, so

take extra care. Also overweight and thick

coated dogs will heat up that much quicker. 

• Avoid the hottest part of the day, take them

for walks in the morning and evening when

cooler. Always utilise shade where available

and avoid any strenuous exercise.

• Ensure they have continuous access to water,

both at home and on the go. Carry a water

bottle for them, and offer drinks frequently. Ice

cubes and frozen dog treats can be a nice way

to keep them happy in the heat.

• Never leave a dog in a hot car.

• The warning signs of heat stress begin with

excessive panting, and discomfort. If these are

noticeable then take action straight away to

help cool them down. Splashing them with cool

water, and ensuring they have access to water

will help.
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If you are concerned - call your local vets for

advice.

• If they are still excessively hot, seem

lethargic or collapse then take them to your

vets, ensuring they are kept cool en route.

• Whilst less commonly seen, other pets can

also suffer from heat stress, always ensure

cats, rabbits and other small furries have

access to adequate shade and water, and

minimise any exertion or stress during the

heat of the day.

Fortunately preventing heat stress is relatively

straight forward, and just requires some

forward planning. Make sure you and your

pets beat the heat this Summer.
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